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Задание №1 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. Moscow is in ... 

A. Russia       B. America    C. England      D. Scotland 

 

2. Sam is from Italy. He is... 

A. English      B. Russian      С. Italian      D. Welsh 

 

3. How old are you? 

 A. I am fine  B. I am big     C. I am ten D. I am right 

 

4. Rudyard Kipling is ... 

  A. a poet    B. a doctor     C. a pilot    D. a pupil 

 

5. I like scones with jam …  

A. for breakfast     B. for tea           C. for London       D. for fun 

 

Задание №2 

1.Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2.Переведите с помощью словаря текст (письменно). 

 

SPORTS AND GAMES 

 

Athletics is the most popular sport. People call it ‘the queen of all sports’. It 

comprises such kinds of sports as: running (for different distances), jumping (long 
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and high jumps) and others. 

From time to time international championships and races (horse-races, motor-

races, cycle-races) take place. Representatives of various countries can win a gold, 

silver or bronze medal. Such great championships in sport are organized every four 

years and we call them Olympic Games. Only the best may take part in them. 

 

 

 

17.04.2020 

Задание №1 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. I... Russian. 

    A. is     B. has         С. Have     D. am 

2. Moscow ... beautiful. 

     A. in         B. it          С. is       D. on 

3. We ... from Wales. 

      A. are   B. have      С. Has        D. is 

4. Is it in England? 

A. Yes, it has.    B. Yes, he is.     C. Yes, I am.      D. Yes, it is. 

5. They ... big. 

A. aren't.           B. haven't         С. isn't.        D. am not 

 

Задание №2 

1.Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2.Переведите с помощью словаря текст (письменно). 

3. Ответьте на вопросы к тексту (письменно, на английском языке). 

SPORTS AND GAMES 

 

We are sure you are all interested in sport. Many of you certainly play such 



games as volley-ball or football, basketball or tennis. People who play a game are 

players. Players form teams and play matches with other teams-their opponents. Two 

players playing with each other are partners. Each team can lose or win. In a football 

match players try to score as many goals as they can. 

Most matches take place in large stadiums. 

There are so many kinds of sports, such as cycling, swimming, gymnastics, 

boxing, skating, skiing, rowing, yachting and many more in which you can take an 

active part or just be a devoted fan. 

Everybody may choose the sport he (or she) is fond of or interested in. 

 

Answer the questions: 

1. What kinds of sports are you interested in? 

2. What kinds of sports are you fond of? 

3. What sportsmen do you know? 

 

14.04.2020 

 

Задание №1 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. Tom loves ... mother. 

    A. his B. hat    С. hot D. has 

2. Owls like... 

A. dogs    B. cats   C. cows D. mice 

3. I've got three ... 

    A. dog     B. Parrot   C. cows     D. duck 

4. My sister and I... a lot of friends. 

A. have got      B. has got    C. are got         D. is got  

5. Halloween is on ... 

A. the 31st of October      B. the 31st of January   С. the 8th of March     

  D. the 25th of December 



Задание №2 

1.Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2.Переведите с помощью словаря текст (письменно). 

3.Выпишите из текста предложения со словами: lunch, dinner and 

supper. 

4. Ответьте на вопросы к тексту (письменно, на английском языке). 

  

MEALS 

There are four meals a clay in an English home: breakfast lunch, tea, and 

dinner.  

Breakfast is the first meal of the day. It is at about 8 o’clock in the morning, 

and consists of porridge with milk and salt or sugar, eggs-boiled or fried, bread and 

butter with marmalade or jam. Some people like to drink tea, but others prefer coffee. 

Instead of porridge they may have fruit juice, or they may prefer biscuits. 

The usual time for lunch is 1 o’clock. This meal starts with soup or fruit juice. 

Then follows some meat or poultry with potatoes-boiled or fried, carrots and beans. 

Then a pudding comes. Instead of the pudding they may prefer cheese and biscuits. 

Last of all coffee-black or white. Englishmen often drink something at lunch. Water 

is usually on the table. Some prefer juice or lemonade. 

Tea is the third meal of the day. It is between 4 or 5 o’clock, the so-called 5 

o’clock tea. On the table there is tea, milk or cream, sugar, bread and butter, cakes 

and jam. Friends and visitors are often present at tea. 

Dinner is the fourth meal of the day. The usual time is about 7 o’clock, and 

all the members of the family sit down together. 

Dinner usually consists of soup, fish or meat with vegetables-potatoes, green 

beans, carrot and cabbage, sweet pudding, fruit salad, ice-cream or cheese and 

biscuits. Then after a talk they have black or white coffee. 

This is the order of meals among English families. But the greater part of the 

people in the towns, and nearly all country-people, have dinner in the middle of the 

day instead of lunch. They have tea a little later-between 5 and 6 o’clock, and then 



in the evening, before going to bed, they have supper. 

So the four meals of the day are either breakfast, dinner, tea, supper; or 

breakfast, lunch, tea, dinner. 

 

Answer the questions: 

1. How many times a day do you eat? 

2.What does your breakfast (dinner, tea or supper) consist of? 

3. What do you prefer for breakfast (dinner, supper)? 

4. When do you usually have your breakfast (dinner, tea, supper)? 

 

 

 

 

11.04.2020 

Задание №1 

 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. London is in ... 

     A. Wales        B. Scotland    С. Ireland       D. England 

 

2. Nelly is from Ireland. She is... 

A. Welsh        B. American    С. Irish      D. English 

 

3. How are you? 

A. I am ten.    B. I am fine.     C. I am Russian.   D. I am a doctor. 

 

4. Daniel Defoe is ...  

A. a writer      B. a singer      С. a teacher    D. a president 

 



5. I like cereal with milk and sugar for... 

A. lunch       B. tea         С. breakfast    D. dinner 

 

Задание №2 

1.Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2.Переведите с помощью словаря текст (письменно). 

3.Read the text and answer the question:  

What do the clothes which people wear depend on? 

 

CLOTHES 

 

Can you tell us what women wear? It depends on the season of the year. 

Usually it is a skirt and a blouse or a dress. If it is cold, they wear a coat. A pair of 

gloves and a hat are necessary. They also wear stockings and shoes. 

Can you tell us what men wear? They usually wear a shirt and trousers, a coat 

or a jacket, socks and shoes. If it is cold, they put on a coat, a cap or a hat and a pair 

of gloves. 

If it rains, men and women wear a raincoat. In autumn when it is raining hard 

an umbrella is necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Задания по английскому языку для студентов 1 курса 

Специальность «Агрономия» 

10.04.2020 

Задание №1 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. I ... from Russia. 

   A. are B. is   С. in          D. am 

2. They ... my friends. 

    A. got B. am   С. are D. has 

3. London ... a big city. 

     A. it   B. am   С. is     D. in 

4. He ... Welsh. 

     A. isn't B. not is    С. not be     D. hasn't 

5. Are you from America? 

    A. Yes, I am.    B. Yes, he is.      С. Yes, it is.     D. Yes, you is. 

 

Задание № 2 



1.Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2.Переведите с помощью словаря текст (письменно). 

3.Write out the sentences with the words cities, towns, villages, means of 

communication, usually and translate them. 

 

CITIES. TOWNS. VILLAGES 

Houses are buildings. Schools and clubs are buildings, too. A shop is a 

building or a part of a building. 

When there are many houses and other buildings together, they make a town. 

A city is a very big town. 

When there are few houses and other buildings together, they make a village. 

Cities, towns and villages have names. 

Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, etc. are the names of cities in the Soviet 

Union. 

London, Cambridge, Oxford, etc. are the names of cities in England. 

Cities, towns and villages have streets between their buildings, that is, the 

buildings are on each side of a street. On each side of the street, in front of the 

buildings there is a pavement. Between the pavements there is the road. People walk 

on the pavements, buses and cars drive on the roads. 

We can get from one place to another by different means of communication. 

We can go by train, by airplane (or plane), by ship, by bus, by car, etc. 

How can we get from Moscow to Vladivostok? We can get there either by 

train or by airplane. If we go by train it takes us about seven days. If we go by 

airplane it takes us about 12 hours only. 

How can we get to the nearest town? We can get there either by bus or by 

train. 

How can we get from one village to another? We usually use a bicycle, a 

motor-cycle or a bus to get from one village to another. 
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09.04.2020 

Задание №1 

1. Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

1. She loves ... brother. 

 A. Her  B. has  С. hat  D. hot 

 

2. Chickens like... 

 A. chips B. chocolate   С. cheese D. eggs 

 

3. They've got six ... 

 A. foxs  B. fox   С. foxes D. fox's 

 

4. My cat... a black nose.  

A. his got       B. has got    С. have got    D. haves got 

 



5. The New Year is on... 

A. the 1st of January   B. the 1st of May   С. the 1st of September     

B. D. the 1st of April 

 

Задание № 2 

1. Прочитайте текст и расскажите о школьной библиотеке, 

которую посещает Олег.  

2. Переведите текст(письменно). 

3. Выпишите из текста предложения, включающие предлоги of, on, in. 

Подчеркните их. 

ABOUT LIBRARIES 

There are big and small libraries in our country. The biggest library is the 

Lenin Library. It is in Moscow. It has millions of books in different languages. You 

can find there the oldest and the newest books. 

Every school has a library. Pupils come to the library to take books on 

different subjects. 

The school library where Oleg studies is good. It is a large clean room. There 

are four big windows in it. The walls are light blue. There are a lot of shelves full of 

books. You can find books on literature, physics, history, chemistry, geography, 

biology and other subjects. There are books in English, too. 

On the right you can see the picture of V. I. Lenin. On the left you can see 

pictures of some great writers and poets. 

On the table near the window you can always see beautiful spring and autumn 

flowers. 

Oleg likes to go to the library. He can always find there something new, 

something he needs. 

 

 

 

08.04.2020 



Задание № 1 

Выполните упражнение письменно, употребив нужные по смыслу слова. 

1. We learn the words and (than, then) read the text.  

2. Alec rests (little, a little).  

3. Look at that (little, a little) boy. 

Задание №2  

Choose the right answer.  Only one answer is correct. 

 

1. I haven't seen her, she  __ standing in the shade. She_____it all. 

A has been, must have heard  

B was, may hear 

C is, should hear 

D had been, ought to have heard 

2. I like travelling by train ___by car. __ of them is attractive. 

A either, or, any  

B both, or, each 

C either, and, every  

D both, and, either 

Задание № 3 

 

1. Прочитайте текст вслух. 

2. Переведите с помощью словаря текст.  

3.  Выпишите из текста предложения со словами words, ceiling, 

warm, cold, subject, today и переведите их. 

 

AT SCHOOL 

This is our classroom. It is light, clean and large. The room is nice. Its ceiling 

and walls are white, its floor is brown. There is one door and three windows in it. 

When it is warm, they are open. When it is cold, they are shut The door is always 

shut when we have our lessons. 

There is a blackboard on the wall. We write on it. On the blackboard there are 



some words. They are English words. We read them: «We want to know English». 

We sit on chairs in front of desks. The desks are nice and green. The teacher’s 

desk is near the blackboard. 

There are not many pupils in our class. There are only seventeen in it. Today 

fifteen pupils are present, two are absent. 

We learn many subjects at school. They are: Russian, English, history, 

literature, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geography and physical 

training (or PT). 
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